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1. Preparation
1.1 What information do you want to extract from the interview?
Hard skills (professional skills and know how)
Soft skills (personal skills, characteristics and team fit)

Other (starting date, salary)

1.2 Where can you gather the relevant information?
Job Description, Scorecard
Application: Cover letter, CV, References
Personal References: network, social networks (Xing, LinkedIn…)
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1.1 What information do you want to extract from the interview?
Hard Skills:
What professional skills are needed? Has the candidate the fitting know how?
Is he/ she capable to fulfill the tasks?
What special challenges will come up with the job during the next months?

Soft Skills:
What personal skills are needed?
Is the candidate the right candidate for your company?
What type of characters are in the team? And what character would fit/ disrupt the team?

Are there special challenges regarding the candidate’s communication or leadership style?

Other:
How soon can the candidate be available?

Do the salary expectations match with the budget and the team range?
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1.2 Where can you gather the relevant information?
Job Description, scorecard

Team colleagues, HR, Hiring Manager
Recruiting software
Application: Cover letter, CV, References
Personal references, (social) networks

Take your time and read the candidate’s CV and cover letter. It’s not only the
candidate who applies for a job, it’s also your company that applies for the
candidate.
If you interview the candidate with another colleague, coordinate in advance
the interview’s agenda, the responsibilities and the roles. Book a room. Be
punctual. Choose a time keeper, if necessary.
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3. Interview structure
3.1 Introduction (5 minutes)
3.2 Main part (20 - 50 minutes)
3.3 Closure (5 - 10 minutes)
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3.1 Introduction
Welcome the candidate warmly.
Introduce yourself, offer a drink.
Do some small talk on the way to the meeting room.

You never get a second chance to make a first impression:
Introduce yourself (name, position, personal background).
Introduce and pitch for your company.
Introduce the position - or let the candidate explain how he/ she understands it to create a
bridge.
Continue with the candidate’s introduction.
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3.2 Main part
Target: Gather data!
Methodological skills
Professional skills
Social skills
Ask the right questions (target-oriented) - or be silent.
Make calm candidates talk, cut talkactive people politely and make phrasemakers come to
the point.
Listen actively and don’t judge.
Introduce your questions - an interview is not an interrogation.
End in time and politely.
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3.2 Main part
Question types
Open vs. closed questions
Chain questions
Leading questions
Projective questions/ situational questions
Illustrative questions
Knowledge questions

Motivational questions
Stressing questions
Brainteaser
Skaling questions
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3.2 Main part
Question types
Open questions (“W-questions”):
Make quiet candidates more talkactive, keep the conversation flowing “Why did you…?”
“What was the reason for…?”

Closed questions (yes/no answers):
Slow talkactive people down, gain targeted information “Did you ever…?” “Would you
prefer…?”
Knowledge questions (request of expert knowledge):
“What is your understanding of SEA?”
Projective questions/ situational questions (put the candidate in the position of someone
else or another situation):
Receive a more valid answer through the change of perspective “How would your boss
describe your way of working?” “Wow would you solve the following problem:...”
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3.2 Main part
Motivational questions (Include appreciation in a question):
Find out about the personal opinion on a subject. “You seem to have a lot of expertise in...
What do you think about our previous procedure in this area?”
Illustrative questions (deepening questions to already given answers):
Concretize general statements, check the truth content. “What EXACTLY was your task in
the project?”
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4. Ending the interview
Give the candidate the opportunity to ask questions. Check salary expectations and
starting date if necessary. Describe the further recruiting process including timeline.
Thank the candidate for coming. Give and ask for feedback.
Outro: „We learned a lot about you and your skills, thanks for giving us so much insights!
We don’t have further questions. But what about you? Do you have maybe some
questions left that you would like to ask?“
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5. Do’s and Dont’s
Do’s:
Be punctual. Always appreciate that the candidate took his time to come by. Remember:
You are the host and it is your task to make the candidate feel comfortable (usually this also
builds up trust and therefore will help him to open up more)
Dont’s:

Play with your mobile phone. Looking around or out of the window. Exchange glances, roll
the eyes, behave disrespectful. Even if the candidate is annoying. Ask questions about
pregnancy, private life plans or disabilities. Engage in discussions about politics and religion.
Leave within the interview. Talk too much. You already do have a job :)
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